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S.E.A PROJECT
A project like no

other.

Some of the young people shared
how they wanted to keep going to
the park for daily exercise, they

wanted to keep going to the
beach for fresh air and they

liked the idea of fewer cars on
the road - permanently!  Our

planet was healing itself because
we as humans had slowed down.

Young people, youth activists,
freelancers and artists have
all been involved in aspects of

the S.E.A project, including
designing the S.E.A logo,

researching and creating short
films, creating the curriculum
resources. We are now asking

that you as young people,
influencers, teachers, youth

workers or parents continue to
champion their work by getting

involved, educated and by
becoming a fan of the S.E.A

project. 
 

Youth Focus NW
"Youth Focus North West is an

organisation with strong youth work
roots. We work in partnership with
young people and organisations to
have a voice where it counts. Our

youth voice work gives young people
the opportunities to make a

difference individually, locally,
regionally and nationally."

Why Sea?

The S.E.A project began in November
2020 during Covid, when we (young

people) told Youth Focus North West
about the green spaces where we lived
and the differences we had noticed in
the world around us during lockdown.
Everyone remembers the dolphins in

Venice and the long warm summer we
had!
 
 
 

COP26 is the chance for world
leaders to hear what young

people and communities think and
feel about climate change, it's a

chance for them to make
changes on our behalf, not fight
against us! We believe the only

way young people can hold
people to account is through

education and therefore S.E.A is
a starting point for us to engage

in the climate movement. 

Two of the young people involved
Emma and Harriet, shared that they
wanted to see less talk and more
action,  decision-makers talking and
more young people feeling connected
and empowered to take action.   

 
It was at this point when young

people working with Youth Focus NW
wrote a funding bid to Electricity
Northwest asking them to support

young people to have a voice in topics
that are connected to the

environment.  



Link to the School
Curriculum (See pg 22)

Geography Curriculum
English
Art

Computing
 

Look out for the red dots! This
means that the page links to the
specific part of the School/NYA

Curriculum!
 
 

Link to the Youth Work
Curriculum (See pg 22)
Leadership, civic engagement

and participation
The environment and

sustainable development
Arts, Culture and Heritage

Look out for the red dots! This means
that the page links to the specific
part of the School/NYA Curriculum!

This pack is for
teachers and young

people alike.

HOW TO USE
THIS PACK

How To Use
This pack is for you to use as you
please and at your own pace. It

is filled with resources
specifically tailored to exploring

plastics and pollution. From
documentaries to quizzes to

activities, we encourage you to
choose what works best with
the group of young people you

are working with. 

Yours to Use!
These are absolutely yours to

use as you wish! 

Use them, share them and
let's make sure Climate Change
is at the top of the agenda.

About
This resource is one of a set of
6 resources, based on a project

called Start. Environmental
Action (SEA) led by young

people. These resources are
focused on 6 themes and are

coupled with webinars. For more
information be sure to check

out the end of this pack.

Printable Sheets
Throughout the pack there
are printable posters and
sheets for young people to
fill out. These can be filled

out online (which we
encourage) or if needed can

be printed.

Links to
the

Curriculum

Links to
the

Curriculum



WHAT IS PLASTIC
POLLUTION?

"While plastic has many valuable uses, we

have become addicted to single-use or

disposable plastic — with severe

environmental consequences. Around the

world one million plastic drinking bottles

are purchased every minute, while 5

trillion single-use plastic bags are used

worldwide every year. In total, half of

all plastic produced is designed to be used

only once — and then thrown away."

 

So what's the big deal?

"Plastic pollution has

become one of the most

pressing environmental

issues, as rapidly

increasing production of

disposable plastic

products overwhelms the

world’s ability to deal
with them."

Every year about 8 million

tons of plastic waste

escapes into the oceans

from coastal nations. That’s
the equivalent of setting

five garbage bags full of

trash on every foot of

coastline around the world.

 

Plastics often contain

additives making them

stronger, more flexible and

durable. But many of these

additives can extend the

life of products so if they

become litter, they could

take at least 400 years to

break down.

 

We are living

in a disposable

society.

Throw-away culture

revealing the

material’s dark side:
today, single-use

plastics account for

40 per cent of the

plastic produced

every year.

Our water bodies

have plastics

swimming in them and

millions of animals die

from ingestion of

plastic every year. 

Single-use

plastic isn't

free. Someone

somewhere is

paying.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/article/plastic-planet-waste-pollution-trash-crisis
https://www.trvst.world/waste-recycling/plastic-pollution/the-effect-of-plastic-waste-on-marine-life/


PLASTICS 101

Once in the ocean, it is difficult—if not impossible—to retrieve plastic

waste. 

Once plastics break down into microplastics and drift throughout the

water column in the open ocean, they are virtually impossible to recover.

There needs to be improved waste management systems and recycling,

better product design that takes into account the short life of

disposable packaging and a reduction in the manufacturing of unnecessary

single-use plastics.

STEMMING THE PLASTIC TIDE

Once at sea, sunlight, wind and wave action break down plastic waste into small

particles, often less than one-fifth of an inch across. These so-called microplastics

are spread throughout the water column and have been found in every corner of

the globe. Plastic microfibers meanwhile, have been found in municipal drinking

water systems and drifting through the air.

Plastics are everywhere, from in your

facewash, to the bottle in your hand ,to

everyday throwaway items.

Millions of animals are killed by plastics every year,

from birds to fish to other marine organisms. Nearly

700 species, including endangered ones, are known to

have been affected by plastics. Nearly every species

of seabird eats plastics.

Most of the deaths of animals are caused by

entanglement or starvation. Seals, whales, turtles,

and other animals are strangled by abandoned fishing

gear or discarded six-pack rings. Microplastics have

been found in more than 100 aquatic species, including

fish, shrimp, and mussels destined for our dinner

plates. 

 

MICROPLASTICS

HARM TO WILDLIFE

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/5-recycling-myths-busted-plastic
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/microplastics-pollution-falls-from-air-even-mountains
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/whale-dies-88-pounds-plastic-philippines
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/06/heather-koldeway-explorer-nets-plastic-philippines-ocean-culture/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/news-plastic-six-pack-rings-alternatives-history
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/article/plastic-planet-health-pollution-waste-microplastics


A Brief History of Plastic
Pollution
FROM ELEPHANTS TO ENVIRONMENT

1869

1907

1940

1960's

1970's and 1980's

John Wesley Hyatt, who was inspired by a New York firm’s offer of $10,000 for anyone who could

provide a substitute for ivory. The growing popularity of billiards had put a strain on the supply of

natural ivory, obtained through the slaughter of wild elephants.

This discovery was revolutionary. For the first time, human manufacturing was not constrained by the

limits of nature. 

Plastic debris in the oceans was first observed. 

As awareness about environmental issues spread, the persistence of plastic waste

began to concern many people. 

Leo Baekeland invented Bakelite, the first fully synthetic plastic, meaning it contained no

molecules found in nature. Bakelite was not only a good insulator; it was also durable and

heat resistant. Marketed as “the material of a thousand uses,” Bakelite could be shaped or

moulded into almost anything, providing endless possibilities.

World War II necessitated a great expansion of the plastics industry in the United

States, as Industrial Might proved as important to victory as military success. The

need to preserve scarce natural resources made the production of synthetic

alternatives a priority. Plastics provided those substitutes.

Plastic’s reputation fell further in the 1970s and 1980s as anxiety about waste increased.

Plastic became a special target because, while so many plastic products are disposable,

plastic lasts forever in the environment. It was the plastics industry that offered recycling

as a solution. 



Where do you want the
future of Plastics to go?
FILL IN THE BLANKS TO EXPLORE WHAT YOU WANT THE FUTURE OF
PLASTIC TO LOOK LIKE, WHAT COULD BE AN ALTERNATIVE?#

Year...2030

Year...2050

Year........

Year......

Year........



SEASPIRACY
Bycatch is responsible for killing numerous whales,

dolphins, and other sea animals.
Bycatch is defined as non-target marine catch who are left
dead or dying as a result of the fishing industry. According to
Seaspiracy, more than 300,000 whales and dolphins are killed

each year as bycatch; 30,000 sharks are killed every hour; and
250,000 sea turtles are injured or killed (in the U.S. alone).
Basically, when consumers eat one fish, they are not just

responsible for the life of that one fish, but also the life of
many other marine animals. 

The No. 1 thing we can do to help is
eliminate or reduce fish consumption.
 Give the 89-minute documentary a watch on
Netflix sometime this week, and let’s get to

work protecting our oceans. 

Fishing gear makes up most of the plastic
pollution.

As explained in the film, most of the conversation around ocean plastic tends

to surround items like straws, plastic bags, and cotton buds — but in reality,

about 46 per cent of plastic in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch is discarded

fishing nets and most of the remainder is other fishing gear. 

The Dolphin Safe Label
Many consumers look for the Dolphin Safe label when

shopping for tuna — but according to the documentary, the
label isn’t much more than a marketing strategy. A former
Dolphin Safe employee interviewed in the film said that he
left his well-paying position there because he discovered

the scheme to be a “fraud.”

We are destroying our oceans.
Not only is fishing gear contributing to plastic pollution and the death

of marine life, but fishing is also hurting ocean ecosystems.

93 percent of the world’s CO2 is stored in the ocean, according to the

documentary, so protecting the ocean is in everyone’s best interest.
 
 

https://www.greenmatters.com/p/what-is-bycatch
https://www.netflix.com/watch/81014008
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/where-are-plastic-straws-banned
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/reusable-grocery-bags-help-environment
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/england-straw-ban
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/great-pacific-garbage-patch/
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/great-pacific-garbage-patch


OverFishing
70% OF MACRO PLASTIC AT SEA COMES FROM

FISHING GEAR.
“Ghost” (or derelict) fishing gear is gear that has been abandoned, lost
or otherwise discarded at sea. One key driver of the rise of ghost gear
worldwide is illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing, especially
in the high seas. Vessels conducting IUU fishing frequently dump their
gear to evade detection, destroy evidence and ensure port access.

BOTTOM TRAWLING RELEASES AS MUCH CARBON AS
AIR TRAVEL.

Bottom trawling, a widespread practice in which heavy nets are

dragged along the seabed, pumps out 1 gigaton of carbon every

year.

$35 BILLION IN SUBSIDIES IS GIVEN TO THE FISHING
INDUSTRY EVERY YEAR. 

Governments spend an estimated USD 35 billion worldwide every year to

support the fishing sector, which averages about 20% of the total value

of all marine fish caught at sea and brought to port. Unfortunately,

many of these subsidies are harmful to the long-term health of the

sector and can lead to overfishing and over-exploitation of fishery

resources.

LONGLINE BOATS SET ENOUGH FISHING LINE IN ONE DAY TO
WRAP THE EARTH 500X.

Every single day the fishing industry uses enough fishing lines to wrap

around the Earth 500 times. And fishing nets and lines are “far more

dangerous to marine life than our plastic straws. Because, of course,

they’re designed to kill,” author and journalist George Monbiot said in

Seaspiracy.

https://www.ghostgear.org/news/2017/5/31/iuu-and-ghost-gear-what-are-the-links


Five Common 
Plastic Types

1. Polyethylene
Terephthalate (PET)
Found in fizzy drink and water
bottles, these can be turned into
textiles, carpets, shoes and more.

5. Polypropylene (PP)
Used in disposable cups and food
utensils, these can be turned into
insulation and rulers.

3. Polyvinyl Chloride
(PVC)
Used in sewage and plumbing pipes, 
these can be reused into flooring.

2. High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE)
Found in bin bags and milk jugs,
these can be repurposed into plastic
crates and fencing.

4. Low Density
Polyethylene (LDPE)
Found in cling wrap and sandwich
bags, these can be recycled to make
rubbish bins.

Know your plastic to
reduce rubbish.



ECO-BRICKS
 Save, Segregate, Clean & Dry Plastics
Ecobricks are made with clean and dry

plastic. Start by segregating your plastic

from all other materials.

 Choose your bottle
Before you start ecobricking, choose one specific

bottle and stick with it. When it comes time to

building, having perfectly identical ecobrick sizes

is important for making solid and steady modules. 

No glass, metal or biodegradables
Stuff like cotton cloth, metal, paper, cardboard,

glass and organic material will not degrade into

toxins so there is no need to secure them. Be

especially careful not to pack sharp metal or glass

into an ecobrick– they can rupture the sides and
pose a danger for handling. 

Pack the bottle tight, mixing plastics as you go
Now it’s time to pack away! Cut or rip up large plastics

into smaller pieces. The smaller the pieces, the denser

you’ll get! Fill the bottle up half way with loose

plastic, then use your stick to push down around the

sides of the bottle.  

Store your ecobrick
Once complete, you will need to store your ecobricks

until you have enough for your project. Store

ecobricks indoors, out of the sun. If possible protect

with a cloth or tarp from accumulating dust and dirt 

And BUILD!

https://www.ecobricks.org/modules


How to Handle
Your Rubbish
Step 1: Reduce.
Buy long-lasting products with

minimal or no packaging to minimise

the rubbish you generate.

Step 2: Reuse.
Think twice before putting an item

in the bin. Find another use for it,

donate, or sell it.

Step 3: Recycle.
Segregate your rubbish by type. Each

local authority will have different

coloured bins for different recycling.

Check your local council's website to

find out more.
Step 4: Make compost.
Gather fruit and vegetable

peelings and make a compost pile

in your garden.

Step 5: Dispose of rubbish in a
landfill.

Throw your rubbish in the bin if you

have followed all the previous

steps and there is no other use for

it. Then it will go to the landfill.

Throw
rubbish
away
responsibly



DO  YOUR  PART  I N  SAV ING

THE  PLANET .

H ow can  y o u  b e c ome  mo re  e c o - f r i e n d l y ?

reduce. reuse.
recycle.

B E  P A R T  O F  T H E  M O V E M E N T



GET CREATIVE!

DESIGN AN OUTFIT/OBJECT
MADE OUT OF PLASTIC 

What kind of material are you going to use? Think anything from plastic bottles to plastic bags and

wrappers! Maybe it could be a bag? Whom is it going to be made for and why? What use it is going to

have? Is there a space in the market you can find? 



Know what items
you can recycle.

Don't throw away paper, cardboard,

plastic products, glass bottles and jars.

These can still be reused!

BE MINDFUL OF YOUR
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT.



WHERE TO GO FROM HERE

If you have got this far, you have
already learnt so much. Who else could
you talk to this about? Maybe your
youth club, younger years or more?
Share all this wonderful knowledge
you have learned. 

B O Y C O T T
M I C R O B E A D S .
Those little plastic scrubbers found in
so many beauty products—facial
scrubs, toothpaste, body washes—
might look harmless, but their tiny
size allows them to slip through
water-treatment plants. 

P U R C H A S E  I T E M S
S E C O N D H A N D .

K E E P  T H E  M O M E N T U M
G O I N G
While plastic and plastic pollution is in the
headlines now, it can easily slip down the radar
once the next big news story happens.
This is not just today's problem, plastic lasts a
long time and is not a problem that is going
away soon..

T R Y  A N D  S H O P
B E T T E R

Can you try and buy products
without plastic packaging? Do you
know where your nearest zero-
waste store is?

C O N T I N U E  T O
E D U C A T E  Y O U R S E L F
There is so much to learn about
plastic pollution from books to
tv,  continue to learn and expand
your mind.

J O I N  M O V E M E N T S
F I G H T I N G  A G A I N S T  T H I S
Have a look online and see if you can
find any campaigns that concentrate
on plastic. How can you use your skills
to help them?

P R E S E N T  A N
A S S E M B L Y  O N  T H I S

Plastic Pollution can seem like a big scary thing
that we have no control over and although it can
be harder for some than others with the big
companies not taking ownership of the problem
there are some small things we can all do.
  

New toys and electronic gadgets,
especially, come with all kinds of
plastic packaging—from those
frustrating hard-to-crack shells to
twisty ties. Buy secondhand.

K N O W L E D G E  I S  P O W E R
Always remember, the more you know
the more power you hold. You don't
have to know everything but having an
open mind and continuing to learn can
allow you to become the best person
you can be.



INSEARATION WALL PLASTICS

Daniel "couldn't find a way to dispose
of my plastic responsibly. So, I decided
to conduct a little experiment… and

store all of the plastic waste I
generated for a year.

After taking 22 bags filled with plastic
out of my spare room, I counted,

categorised, analysed and photographed
every piece."

 

Daniel Webb
@everydayplastic

"Autumn is Anishinaabe-kwe and a
member of the Wikwemikong First

Nation. The young environmental activist
is an international advocate for clean
water. Autumn was inspired to take

action from a young age when
authorities decided the water she grew

up around was labelled as toxic. She
now fights for water conservation and

indigenous water rights."
 

Autumn Peltier
 @autumn.peltier

"Isra is from Minnesota who focuses her
activism on intersectionality within the
climate change movement. Since learning
about its importance Isra has combined
her movements and is helping to spread
awareness of how climate change is

disproportionately affecting different
social groups."

Isra

"Two sisters, Amy and Ella Meek, are
fighting for positive change to reduce
plastic pollution. How? By empowering
young people to make a difference and
fighting for less single-use plastic and

more reusable alternatives."

Kids Against Plastic
@kidsagainstplastic

"Flora uses microplastics to decorate
greetings cards collected from various

beach drives. Calling her business
‘Washed Up Cards’, every piece of
waste that Flora collects from the
beach is used in a special design with
meaning to her, which she then makes

into a hand-drawn card."
 

Flora Blathwayt
@washedupcards

"Melati and Isabel Wijsen were only 10
and 12, respectively when they started

on a course of activism that has
drastically decreased the global usage
of single-use plastic. Their homegrown

initiative of beach cleanups and
government petitions graduated to

organisations advocating for reduced
plastic use in 15 different countries."

Melati and Isabel Wijsen



Where To
Go From
Here

So you have done all the
activities, what next?

"Amy and Ella, young founders of Kids
Against Plastic. They are working hard

to inspire all of us, young people,
adults, businesses and communities, to

do something about the problems
caused by single-use plastics and

become plastic clever. "

Kids Against Plastic Tedx Talk

Plastics Unwrapped explores key

topics across each episod
e–from

exploring the emotional responses we

associate with plastics to what the

future of recycling in Europe could

look like.

Podcast- Plastics Unwrapped

Become a Plastic Clever School
here! With free resources and

more at your fingertips.

Kids Against Plastic
HT T P S : / /WWW .K I D SAGA I N S T P LAS T I C .

C O . UK / DO / P LAS T I C C LEVERSCHOOLS /

"In “The Plastic Problem: PBS NewsHour

Presents”, Amna Nawaz and her PBS

NewsHour colleagues look at this now

ubiquitous material and how it’s impacting

the world, why it’s become so prevalent,

what’s being done to mitigate its use, and

what potential alternatives or solutions are

out there."

The Plastic Problem DOC

"This Emmy-nominated documentary takes
a sweeping look at the man-made crisis ofplastic pollution."

The Story Of Plastic

HT T P S : / / YOU TU . B E / 1 RDC2OPWG0 I

H T T P S : / / YOU TU . B E / P CNANJN J 8 JA

HT T P S : / / YOU TU . B E / XWXTLQHJXVO

https://youtu.be/nxhCpLzreCw
https://youtu.be/PCNanJNJ8JA
https://www.traid.org.uk/


Links to Curriculum

human geography, including types of

settlement and land use, economic activity

How human and physical processes

interact to influence, and change

landscapes, environments and the climate

How human activity relies on the

effective functioning of natural systems

GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM

 

produce creative work, exploring

their ideas and recording their

experiences

about the history of art, craft,

design and architecture, including

periods, styles and major movements

from ancient times up to the

present day.

Art

 are responsible, competent,

confident and creative users

of information and

communication technology. 

create, re-use, revise and re-

purpose digital artefacts for

a given audience.

 Computing

 write clearly, accurately and

coherently.

use discussion to learn

are competent in the arts of

speaking and listening, making

formal presentations,

demonstrating to others and

participating in debate

English

 

Enabling young people’s voices to
direct discussion, activities and

projects that they participate in.

understanding the connections

between local, regional, national

and international history.

Leadership, civic engagement

and participation

Links to Youth Work Curriculum

Enabling young people to consider

their impact on their environment.

 Implementing the SDGs in their own

practice.

Offering opportunities for young

people to develop creative responses

to areas of interest.

The environment and

sustainable development
Providing opportunities for

young people to develop and

perform their artistic and

creative aspirations, such as

writing poetry or lyrics

Arts, culture and

heritage

Through
making the
information
their own

Applies to
all

pg 7.14

Applies to
all

pg 11,14

Encouraged
throughout

Throughout
there is a

concentration
on climate

Encourage yp
to write a
poem on

climate change
for example



Sources
https://www.seaspiracy.org/

https://hillnotes.ca/2020/01/30/ghost-fishing-gear-a-major-source-of-marine-plastic-pollution/

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/mar/17/trawling-for-fish-releases-as-much-carbon-as-air-travel-report-finds-climate-crisis

https://www.greenmatters.com/p/seaspiracy-facts

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/plastic-pollution

https://www.sciencehistory.org/the-history-and-future-of-plastics

https://www.nrdc.org/stories/10-ways-reduce-plastic-pollution

https://plasticphobia.com/9-inspirational-young-environmental-activists/

https://www.everydayplastic.org/everyday-plastic

https://planetaryinternational.com/2021/05/the-inspirational-woman-turning-plastic-into-greetings-cards/

Youth Focus NW
"Youth Focus North West is an

organisation with strong youth

work roots. We work in

partnership with young people

and organisations to have a

voice where it counts. Our

youth voice work gives young

people the opportunities to

make a difference individually,

locally, regionally and

nationally."

"We are committed to developing

Youth Work practice in the North

West. We want to see a vibrant

Youth Work sector that is equipped,

qualified and able to meet the

needs of young people. 93% of

participants on our Youth Work

training programmes said they now

felt equipped to build professional

relationships with young people."

"Founded in the early 90s as

North West Regional Youth

Service Unit to provide

support to Local Authority

Youth Services we have

evolved over the years to

become Youth Focus North

West."

We Deliver

We Develop

We Bring Together"

"Our mission is to improve the

lives of young people in the

North West

We do this by working in 3

strands

 

https://www.youthfocusnw.org.uk/what-we-do/we-deliver
https://www.youthfocusnw.org.uk/what-we-do/we-develop
https://www.youthfocusnw.org.uk/what-we-do/we-bring-together


Jess Leigh
I hope you enjoyed learning from this pack and

be sure to check out the other resources

within this set. And hello! My name is Jess and

I am a freelancer, activist and Trainer

Consultant. I also was lucky enough to  design

these resources.

 From intersectional feminism to mental

health and diversity to a Tedx talk and

speeches across the globe I am lucky to have

a wealth of knowledge of participation. For

any enquiries including talks/freelancing

please feel free to email me at;

jessicajleigh@yahoo.co.uk

 

You can also find me on

Instagram where I share

activism (@jesssjleigh) and

linked in/Twitter etc!
A big thank you to all the

young people involved! 

This project was funded by

Electricity North West and

made possible by support

from Youth Focus North

West.

About the Creator


